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FOREWORD
11

Changingldbb'r market requiremints and their effects on education pncl training programs are
very timely topics given our rapidly evolving economic. scene. Dr. Keith Hampson, Member of
Parliament, 1-louse.of CommonsfLOndon, England,brings hrs British point of view, as well as his
perspective as an educator and a lawmaker, to this seminar presentation. Although the educational
systems of our twXcountries are different, we face many of the same challrges,and Dr_tiamp-__ _-
son's insights are both tems.ting-and helpftok--

Kei.thdl-lampson received a Ph.D. in American history from Harvard University and taught at
Edinburgh University for 7 years beforebeing elected to Parliament in 1974. Since then he 'has
served as personal assistant from the House of CommOns,to Prime Minister Edward Heath, and

--also--as-y-icezehai-rmim-of the -Conseryattve-Paittamnt a ryttl-ittat to ri-Co mtwit tee-ai era 8-0-m3-o-sit toll
Spokes?nan on.HigtLer Education. )

Hanipson spoke at the National Center in 1979 on the relationship of p.alool and work, and
we are happy that he' retur'nect in late 1984. The Nati nal Center for Research in Vocational Educa-

..tion and The Ohio State University are pleased to Asent his seminar address on "Trend's in Man-
power'and Educational Development: A British Perspective."' I

Robert a. Taylor '
ExeCutive Director 3

The National Centqr for Research
in Vocational EdtcOion
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TRENDS IN MANPOWER AND EDUCA 0 L DEVELOPMENT:
A BRITISH P:ERSPECT E

It is'Commonplace in unemployment to highlight the pared' x that in the midst of
..heavy unemployment therelxistlarge numbers -of unfilled jobs, In Britain, the government and_
certain. Ministersimparticular, -havebeen inc-reaingly diSfufbedat the way in whiCh unemploy-
ment haS gone on rising even though employment has increased. In 1083 the number of jobs in
Britain increased by over150,000, yet'unemployrnent still rose by about the same amount. In part,
this is because we are currently at a peak in the numbers of school leaver's, thebabyllulge. This will
be f011owed 14 a tremendous decline since births have fallen by 'about a third over a107year
.peri.od..At the moment, however, the numbersentering the job,market exceed the number of
people retiring by about 120,000.

There is a statistical.problem that explains some of this. As times get better, many businesses
operating in the black economy transfer into the official statistics: And, of 'course, there are always
those people who don't bother for brief 'periods to declare themselveS unerriployed but wild are
available.to take up the new jobs that are created. But eVeri to hold unemployment at present
levels, very large increases in outkit will have to.be achieved. Many of the new jobs are offered in
the smaller new high-technology industries and they are notable to make up.fOr the tremendous
loss of jobs in the traditional heavy employers s.uch'as steel..

If I use thp steel industry as an example, you will see how dramatic the displacement of
workers has been. In 1979, 161,380 people were employed in the steel industry. In the latest figures
for March 1984, only 69,000 pedple are employed in the steel indust?y. So, we have lost almoSt ,

100,000 people over 4 yearp. The traditional, problem, of course, is that one union has never made
any secret of its determination to preserve its members' jobs at the 'ekpfnse of other people's jobs.
In the current miners' dispute, there is tremendous interunion friction beca re the people tho are
now about to suffer if the miners! unions succeed, are the members of anOlherunion This has
exacerbated the traditional coercive mentality of British unions. This in turn contributes 10 the
.unemployment problem in that the unions have powerful bargaining strength and insist moreover
on maintaining very high minimum 'wage leVels. The latter has had very serious effects on the
recruitment of young people into the job market.

Between 1979 and 1983, total cash incomes in the country went up by 46 percent. Even though:
people were being paid.more, output in the country was actually no higher at the end of 1983'than
it wasin 1979. As a result. of that equationunemployment Over the period had more or less
doubled. We are paying'people a lot more for the same amount Of work and that haS been one of
the basit millstones around the British economy's heck for a greatmany.years:- It is also why
employers have been, during this government, very prone to eliminate surplus labor wherever they
could find

.
One of the main debates in Britain today is whether there actually has or has not been a:major,

long-lasting change in productivity levels. There are those who are saying. that yes, there has been, A

but it is Merely a "spurt" in improving productivity, largely because of the pushihg out of labor

'w
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from overmanned industries,-coupled with factory closings.They maintain that there is net.any
. long-term national recovery that An be.attributed to a long7standing improvement in efficiency.

This has some merit, I thinkoir manufacturing sectors..BUI if you look at some of theligureS, I
..believe we are now seeing7titSeVere consequences frfUtUre employmenta rhaior impilue-
ment in 'productivity. . .

If one takes the figures foi output per persOn p.er hbur from 1.979, when the present.govern-
ment came in.there has been-:-.-until 483-7.an arnazing.improvement in productivity' in the menu.;
lecturing sector of 15 percent. That is actually more than any of our major international competi-
tors achieved. Nextin line is the American figure, which is 14.per'cent. Germany had an .. .

improvement of 13 percent, France of 8 percejiGandractually,-quite in-terestingly,Japaft over that'
-sarhe-period only'hado productivity improvement of 4 percent: Having said that, I have to tell you
;of.course that the gain is due largely to the very low.ievel.at which webegan. U,K..productivitylisias
really nowkere near the productivity of those countries I have cited We are starting out ata *eh ...-
lower level,.and, as a result, we are still behind despite that 'v y.successful improvement in
productivity..

Though unemployment has continued to rise throughout the recovery, it is worth noting that it
is only doing so'by about 10,000 individuals a. month. rThat figure camouflages the realty interest-

development-the- flowson and off-the-dole-queue have actually been exc eding-300,000.a
month. In other words, the.econorny has much greater flexibility and movemen eeple are

. turnedoust of old industries and move into the-new-induslries. The new jobs are here, but it leates
4us.with a staggeringly large jobless total nevertheless.

. Many of the new.jobs are in .service sector and this causes two problems. A lot of.these are
traditionally for women, and, related to thiS, most of them have been. part-time.So, in 1983 male
.unemployment rose by 120,000, whereas female employment increased by 160,000.

A lot of the,new jobs, in fact, are not going to people whorl) we actually call the unemployed,
the people who are formally'registered as such. We are left with unemployment currently.just over
3 million, which is about 12.5 percent, 1 in 8 of the work force. Job vacancies.are rising by, over .

it-
3,000 a month, so that means therd are about 18 people still chasing each new job.

The Opposition parties obViopsly demand measares to stimulate output. What I would like to
argue is that there is always a lirqit'as to how far or howlest output can rise. If it is too pressured,.
the result is inevitably inflation and then an economic "stop" of some kind. In Britain,. such pres7-
sures have usually produced fairly quickly awage -price spiral and the tolerance margin is very :;-
low. From 1977 to 1979 we reached the peek of our inflation rate, about 26 percent. At the samk
time we had Oyer 1.3million unemployed. So it was not just a. matterof an overheated economy \
pushing up prices. Coercive action, by militant trade unions, labor bOttlenecks in the system: and.
skill stiortages simply drove up wage rates, even though we had a high level of unemployment.

The impact of the unions is particularly serious on the Starting wage. What is happening in
Britain is that over a 3 -year apprenticeship:Vol:mg people leaving-school and entering aappren-
ticeship are sfarting. by union pressdre, about 80.percent of the skilled Wor'ker's wage..This is a
major disincentive for employers to hir oung people, The/young German worker, after complet-
ing the hull 3 years of an apprenticeship., still only earning about 40 percent of. the fully qualified
worker's wage. ..-

The.different union culture bet.weed my country anci yours makeit particularlY difficult to
forego 'jay rises; which make job creation more .difficult. Indeed, laws of the Labor Governments in



,
Ihel 960s deliberat4y:ilfcreaSed union poWers', '0espite,all their protest.S,and rhitoriCi'British Trad(i'.:::;.

.

Unions operate at theeit6ense of thel.uneffiPloyed. ,.,.:: :*:'.;.,111
0,

., .

htiStorieally, inihe UX,:there. has'been an extraordinary complacency gbout training 'Only.'half'
Of Britaln'S sehoof leaversenter any type ortraining, compared with 90 perse:nt in Gerrnahy-and 80-

,percent in France, Firms haVeribt,been keen'. to.rnake a 'major investment in it 'and when there has..
teen a recession they have verys4harpty,cut back'on their investment in trairiing It is als9 true that
Mel/resent government ie itself skeptical aboth forMal trainingSystems,. even though It was Con
servaifive Governments that initiated the last two major pieces of .legislation requiring employers to

particularly ttleA97.4. act.. which-sf31--up-the-+nclustrial-Training-Boards.',Three:quartere. of
"these:the government has custabolished,

,

At least one can now say that.the Manpower Services Commjssioh; a-heavily funded agency
created by the lastConservativeGovernmentirt..1,974., has at -last managed -to generate a new
awareness of this severe handicap to:our industriaperformanoe f3u4:this neglect of training-tres
been a veritable albatross to our industrial performance and contributes to the.early onset of Infla-
tionary pressures. Increasingly, 'our. competitive capacity will be affected by our effective takeup
-of new technology. .

There are .four approaches now. undeiway,at_thestimulus of .the Manpower. Services Com-
mission, that seek to crystalize and focuswhat employers should betioing and to identify where
training needs areand where the skilled requirements of thefuture may lie. But because of the
traditional antithesis in the Britisyi system between the educators and the trainers, it has been a
slow proCess to persuade the - educational world to move Into the vocational area. The disburse-
ment. oi.furlds by,a noneducational body has caused-resentment as well.

.
- The first of the approaches, I think, is actually to convince managers that they must therm &

selves assume more of a role in training.. In particular, their own staff and their Own executives:"
need to be constantly updated, especially with an-eye to maintaining competitiveness. Productivity
and competitiveness are Where the economy has fallen short. .

,

. Second, attitudes at an early age are.vital. How can we irrthe educational system improve
young people's perception of their future and of the jobs and skills that they will need? Third, we
need to meet specific requirements to prevent particular shortfalls in skills.

Fourth, and the crucial one in manf ways, is the adaptability of the work force, particularly
since we.are displacing so-many people from the traditionatindustries. Equally. as twill argue, we
must have regard.,10 the flexibility'neces.sary in the. new industries themselves.

As with skill training, the question of the adaptability of the-work-force has; for some odd rea-
son, not been fully appreciated. The Secretary of State for Employment at 'the beginning of this
gOvernMent indicated the prevailing attitude in England when he called On displaced workers "to
get on their bikes.''in other words,,they-should move to where the.joba are That says it all..

We inititutionaliZe immobility, We produce rigidities with -huge quantities of municjpal howSing
at very low subsidized rents, and school, systems, syllabuses, and examinations vary so much
throughout the country that familiesthink,tWiCetrefOre uprooting their childieri, particularly if they
are approaching the critical examinations at ages 16 and .18. People have' never beery keenlogriove
out of their Commynities in search of new.jobs.

". .
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. Ttie ujtim'ate consequence can beSee'n during the present strike in our oldest coal fields. But.'
.,:...lhere is also a blOckageof.Alternative thinkirigYWe have not been sufficiently'aw,pre,..uhtil-recent

times.,..,:of the need to refrain:end to make the. work force more adaptable,
.

now want to go.iritoihese four areas in a bit more detail. Orlithe first one, .the government
li'aS just begun what it is calling an "awareness programmer' This is simply to try to turn arOuncl-

.: the indifference within both industry and educatiOn to the problems and opportunities of training:
Behind:this lies the assumption,that the employers themselves:keow best what their training needs
-are-going_tolle_But.some_of. us_ believe-we-need to-start rhakinga-long-term assessmentHotO-Cori:- --1-
Sider what are likelyto-be some of the key areas for the economy: I am not convinced that British

..employers are Very good at thinking other 'than'in the very-short term.

'Now let me consider-the second point in,depth.'HOW can we instillfhe right attitudeS at an
. early age? One of the interesting schemes --now about to out from a pilot test into a

major :featu're Of our school systemis the.Techr*al and Vocational Education.lnitiative. This wA
-;:launched last year with about 7 million pounds by the Manpower Services Commission. Nuch to

amazement of the educatiOnal world, which was not consulted tbout the idea.. The program
sprang fro'm the belief of Sir'Keith Joseph, the Secretary of State for Education, that we had
afway.s.as a country. lacked that technical input which is particularly noticeable in the continental
countries, especially Germany, We neeciedin hisvievvc tomake special_provisioh,as the,Germans
have, for young people real poterftial does not lie in purely academic areas.-We have
sorchedfor a curriculum that is. mono of a technical-vocational kind. Thus,. we have been running
a pilot scheme for the 14 to.18 age greup'in selected schools. It is ,hoped this will.erisure an alter-
native route that is not just for theless.atle. The hope is that some of our brightest young. people
will be diverted out of the narrowly academic curriculum tradition*.of the British educational System.
and will take up the new business and technical education qualifications that have been estab-

.g lished. Approximately 30 percent of the new curriculum will be of a wholly vocational kind.

More specifically, in 1981 we established a,scheme called "MiCros in Schools.As a result
every secondary school, and most primary schools, have microprocessors andMicrocomputers.
No other country in Europe has gone so fariVinlie withthi,sis a retraining program in microelev-

.tronics for school teachers.

Third, we have made a major overhaul-Of the school examination system because there. is,
Obviously, a tremendous feed-back effect of exams on what is actually taugITNand how It is taught.
There. is a new vocational qualification being 'established at age 17. for young people who are not
Academic and are less able. We have also totally revamped the existing qualifications that the
majority of.pupils attempt before leaving 'school at age 16. We .have combined Me two systems we
used to have, the academicthe General certificate df Educatipn (GCE) "0" level for the
brighter children and the Certificate'of Secondary Education (CSEe) for the less bright children.

. .

The most iMportant aspect of thiOiewage 1,6-plus examination is that for the very first time
pupils.will be marked on what is called "grade-related criteria:" In the'present examination system,
at age' 16, the marks that the child gets only indicate that he' or she is part of thetop 20 percent or
whatever of the ability range. In other words, the standard is moveable. The grades only indicate
where a student stands relative to his or her peer group in a given year. They are not set against an
absolute standard. The grades are not a judgment on what has actpally'been learned. In future,
scores will stand in relationship to a standard that will be set for every subject. Employers, as well
aS parents. teachers, and the children, will have a clear indication of knowledge they.have2.
acquired. This is seen as one of the most,important reforms that has.been undertaken in Oitistl
education since the 1944 Education Act. ;.

4
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Then there are theleachers. It is'only in the last 3 years OPSCY t h'at we 'have begun. to tackle
seriously the.root cause of a lot of our problems: the supply,and the. qualify of teachers and their
attitudes. For example; for years there has been a worsening situation regarding the numbers of
teachers of mathematics and science. Only 6Q percent of math teachers are actually qualified in
'math. Wehavebeen needing about'4,000 math teachers a year, yet ih 1979 the intake of qualified
math teachers into British schools was only 636: We are producing only a seventh of what we. ., .

4V

really need. When you lodk atsome other areas, such, as chemistry, half of the chemrstry teachers
in British schools have no qualification in theMistry. They havelearnedtfr subject as they have

.

taught it. PhysibsIfundamental to engineeringhas experienced a seriotis decline in its attraction
to 'able students: 45 percent of those teaching physics are not qualified to teach it. In shon4we are
waking upagain rather late,to a critical problem that has been with us f,6r too long.

When you look at the career criOices that face young ohildren,,and the frustrations they are
currently facing, careers teaching in the schools should be impOrtAt. Yet this:if anything, is the.
most neglected curriculum area of all. For.years I have cornplained that careers teaching,in
schools was appallingly second-rate. Then, just a few"months ago, I Came across a quotation in:a
ne.wspap.er from a headmaster of a very big school in London who actually said The Careers-
Master title is conferred on- somebody who has two or t.hree free periods and whose main function
is to 'provide a few pamphlets.which he then puts in a room for the fifth-yek to look'at." That, I am

-afraid, is too often theprevailing.p_attern.-

. Related to thisis my feeling that we do not,s,eek out andgive special consideration to those
'people who are likely, to becomelob creators." In other words, can wecleyelop acurriculum that,
in tIlt post-school area, wouldiidentify and develop recent entrepreneurs? Can we twin peciple
Who will themselves become asource from which. otheremplOyrrient springs? There is some
work being done in this area. The New Enterprise Programrheat a cost of 853,000 pounds per
annum is a. MSC- Manpower Services Commission-sponsored scheme at the London, Man-
chester, Warwick, Durham, and Glasgdw Business Schools, which offers 16.weeks ofinstruction in
'sound business and financial practices. Following this instruction, for a further 3 months the .

trainees have,access to their business school's assistance in actually launching the business. Dur-.
ing this period, the Manpower Services Commission pays them a living alloWance:and provides a'
market research budget. Eighty-one.percent of trainees start a business within a year and on aver-
age create six jobs. Unfortunately, the budget is small and there are not enough good.pbplica9ts.

We face another problem in the post- school area. What I thin ou call cooperative education,
and we call "sandwich" courses. has never received much recogniti n in the U.K. Yet it can make a
very significant contribution to. making education more vocatio I. Courses in this area should be
more tailored to the needs.of industry than in any other progr m. For some reason, theuse of work
experience linked to course work in this way has been declining. Attest an enquiry and review
have been established.

. There is alWayssucha long lead time in education. Once you have startedan initiativedou
have a longperibd of research wOrk; full consideration of the scheme, appropriate recommenda-

`lions. and the launch. Years go by. Inertia has been one of the hallmarks of British education.
There is also a sort of paradox of freedomand accountability. So many tape a stand that they, as
educators, must be free to choose what they want to choose, what they want to teach, and the sort
pi curriculum they want to devise. This Clashes somewhat with the.desire of governmenelo make
"chools and colleges more accountable tothe needs of the economy at.large and the requirements
of industry in particular'. The Catchall of academic freedom can 'be used to .justify any-position that
has been S,arranted by tradition and possiblylittleelse. ,

t.
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I fully accept that such institutions are primarity in-thebbsiness Of training the mind and seek
ing to. produce .people otreasOnandsound judgment: Universities are the powerhouses of'kritelleci-
tual performance or they are .nothing.'It is not just a matter of vocational skills,'But the two are not .

mutually exClusive.'HOwever, we need to swing the pendUlum somewhat rribre away froin produc-'
ing the liberally educated person towardi fitting the requirements that the labor market is` placing
on educatiOn frornthe merely humnistio:to hard comPetence,

The extent-of the} prObterfr was highlighted just h few weeks ago, Sir-Walter-Salinon,*chairman--
.f merchant bankers FteaBrothers, told pupils at a recent prize giVing, "If someone comes .to.mek
for a job.with a ta`p.dogree, that is bottom marks as fir as I am concerned," Ho.w depressing!

Unfortunately, the same Orejudice is found all too oftenfrom the City of London to the work-
shops.of the north. "It is, much better that the lad§ pick uP,things on thejob,"'saida Leeds busi-
nessman the other day, conllyenting'on some Iota! Further Education courses: .

11/ Many find this attktude very comforting. But it ista ghastlyhangover of YictOriah self-help.
Learning on the job might r,neari no more than learning to.perpetuate the same old mittakes.The
attitude is, of course, cornpounded by.the Qthicational prejudices f the commentators in question.

" 'Much of the British business establiShment is still held in the ral of the "great liberal' tradition" in
which so many were educated. It is still pretty unthinkable4qUestion the humanities as the most
appropriate diet .for the, reflective gentleman.

.
,

HoWever, there are some new departures. The 'Further Education" colleges are an example.
Something like 4°00 of theseexistaltoverthe couritry,, in any reasonably sizedloWn. For years they.
have been the major provider of post-scillgavocatiorial qUalifications. But thet have not become
as responsive as your community colleges. There is not the same, if you like, client-institutional:
relationship..1Ms much moredifficUlt for a company to goto a Further Education college and con-,
tract for a particular.course. The Manpower ServiZes Commission is now encouraging that scirt of.

. specific,partnership, as

I
. In the paSt wet-lave tended-to operate On a prescriptive level in which.the Industrial Training

Boards or various examining bodies have designed curricula that the colle.ges have ofifered to
employe.rs and young people. It always seemed to me that the community college idea, more
market geared, where anyone could come and garter and bargain for aparticular course prOVided
they pay for it, is a better, way. EmPtoyers in recent years have increasingly agreed that our
courses do not provide appropriate ingredients. There are now some changes and.more respon-
siveness in'that area. But a trepiendous row. has broken out because local government, which has
responsibility for these colleges, resents the Manpower Services Commission's bypassing..the
colleges.

44,

ttow let us look at the more specific approaches: how to get actual skills taught. There is a
network of Skills Centres that the Manpower Services Commission has set up. These are under
review at the moment, with particular regard being paid to their cost-effectiveness. Young people
can go as individuals-Or be sent by a cohiPany..-

Industry itself has too oftennot invested enough in training and so has poached.on others, on
the big companies like the Fords, ICI, and the Shells of this world, We really need to ensure that
there is more training done by companies. Also, we need to find' ways of tapping their, capabilities
ffor training in partnership with others. One..developmentthat we have not/thought abOUt seriously
enough' is the Frenchopattern. As ('understand it, theyhave a national training tax levied on all
companies as a percentage of, their earnings...1 would not go so far as to redistribute.their re-
sources to other companies. Each company could arrange Whatever training scheme ;it felt appro -. T.

.
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priate as long'as its audited accounts showed that the percen4agffof money ascribed to the corn-
pithy had actually been spent on training. Our InckiStrial T aining E3oards --established in
1974 provoked tremendous resentment because they i ieaSingly seemed to be an inspecttorf a

system. The.y-Sent people around to "police" compa to see that they were actually meeting cer-
tain training standardsping things,in certain ways. ecause of the ieaction.of industry, the pres7
ent government abo'liShed most of therri. We have saved on bigeaucracy. but not enhanced the
amount ortraining:'

'Work is proceeding on determining the vital skills for which the nation haS need. This is
largely a role of the Manpower SerVices Commission, but it tends to compile assessm.ents onthe
basis of reports on local job prospects from its area offices. The Industry Secretaryand the Prime
Minister have recently setup spcial workingoparties to analyse future prospects in.the new tech-
nologies and recommend how we should best exploit. them.

Personally, I thilic that number crunching forecists are virtually a waste of time for thesimple
reasbn that almost everything:theWdys Changes so quickly. Whatever forecast you make about
particular firms or particular sectors of industry is:likely, to be inaccurate. The technology is chang-
ing very fast and there are other factors, for example 'specific regional c.haracteristics, that come
into plays If you look at Coventry as a major industrial _area, the contraction of the city in the,last 5
or 6 years hasipeen remarkable and probably wowld not have been foreseeabteby any study. At
the very least, there,are always variables that one can.not take brecis.ely into account..;

What whave tended to concentrate upon in Britain issr"Urveying the current scene. But even
hn the days when the old Incitistrial Training Boards-ha advisers touring local companii!IS, there
was no accOrate means of knowing what skilled shortages there were likely to be. This was partly
because until recently all but the biggest companies. were not inclined to think carefully through

. what their product development would involve. And partly,lhere is the inevitable statistical erroin
that each company surveyedllas.no iclga of any other company's'planS. So one's expansion may
be at another's expense, 'resulting in a strong element of double, counting.

My broad conclusion is that. as a government we need to have at least some idea of Where we
are going, if fbr nd other reason than that we need to know how to distribute resources, but that
detailed manpower planning is-not likely to be very effective. Beyond a certain amount of macro-
planning, I would leave the specific provision to local market forces.'Butg it is better in my view to
train too many people than to, train too few.,Even if we get it wrong; even if students are not actu-
ally learning things that are going to be specifically required, they will have improved in other ways .

that will be beneficial to them: SOme of wftgt they are taught ought to be transferable.

The updating of apprenticeships is alWays argued as long overdue. Actually. the decline in
apprenticeships may not be such a bad thing. They are primarily in the old stable industries, par-
ticularly those where the trades unions have been very strong. We -have no problem of labor short-
age in the blue - collar craft trades, which iswhere the apprenticeships are Most in decline. More -
important, we arevery short of technologiststhe high powered people wnorii the education world
is not producing in sufficient numbersand we need more technicians in a efange of
occupations: v),

Only very slowly have the trades unions recognized the.need t eform bur apprenticeship sys- '
tern: But in the,engineering sector, qualification, now depend on actu rachievement during train-
ing, not Merely-'on time spent. In too many areas'of education and tra ping we focps on input
rather than the Output.

,44
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This brings me to what.in time could be a more satisfactory format than traditional
.apprenticeshipsthe Youth Training Scheme (YTS). There is no limit to the opportunities encom-
passed by the YTS. For the firstctime, All young people leaving school have the chance to enter
some form of vocational 'preparation. It is not like its predecesor, the Youth Opportunities Pro-
gramme, which only offered work experierrce. This scheme comprises 13 weeks of job training, hut
not necessarily taken in 1 block: they could be accumulated in separate days. In the first few years

1, of the Youth Opportunities Programme, 80 percent of the young people in the SCherne got jobs
after their year of work experience. but by .the enti only 30 percebt were finding jobs So there was
a'definite'need to add a training element. After its first year, over 55 percent of those ir\yTS found
a job. It

. Organizationally. YTS has devolved.to "managing agents," which can be either voluntary
bodies in the community, companies, colleges, training boards, or almost any organization They
plat up'a scheme that is then monitored and checked, by local officials of the Manpower Services
Commission. If apbrove.cf, the "agents are paid 2,000 poundsa year for each trainee. They there-
fore have an incentive. The trainee gets about 26 pounds a week to be on the program. It lasts for a
year.,There are approximately 400,000 places.

,

The crucial test will be whether s.tandarbs Can be estalikished by which youngsters can prove
that they have acquired a certain degr,ee of competency The potential it very great, however. Wit,
further development, YTS could go a long way towards producing a more versatile, adaptable work
force to assist Britain in competing successfully in the coming decade Alreadylhe engineering
industry has adapted the YTS first year as the foundation year for:the training necessary to enter
the engineering occupations. They are about to launch a scheme by which all entrants into engi-
neering will have to have gone through the Yo.uth Training Scheme. So YTS is not just a sort of
social vvaelfare program. It is partly geared to developing specific skills, it is also able to establish a
foundation of training that will enable youngsters tolaunch into a longer craft-training period. But
I think there is also a third aim, whiCh tends to be neglected. If deviSed carefully, it could produce
much morereadily adaptable young people than..thosecurrently being dumped on the labor
market straight from school:: ,

This is particularly important because so many of our school leavers have traditionally gone
into a narrow range of occupations. It is worth noting that55 percent ofhoys generally go into
only four particular areas: metal goods', manufacturing. construction. and agriculture These sec-
tors only account for about 40 percent of all jobs. For girls, it is even more true: 32 percent of girls
have traditionally gone into textiles and 'clothing, distribution, insurance, and finance- as that
fOrm 16 percent of the total female labor market. Job entrants have been overconcentrate to a
handful of industries and we badly need a systqm that generates more adaptable young tieople.
So. at long last we are moving to a more comprehensive strategy that embraces the entire age
group. The disad vantage. is, as m ny in education fear. that by paying YTS trainees, young people
will be attracted to the scheme w o might diherwise.,have stayed on in school to age 18 to gain
established academic qualifications.

qA
Finally, adaptability of the work force will necessitate a reappraisal of resources in higher edu-

cation. Clearly, there will be a greater diversity of students; as Well as a variety of different means
of handlihg thtiirn.So we will-have to setup a wider range of opportunities for continuing opporti-
nitieS, In additionAO:the Open University,. we have now opened an Open Tech, which offers a lower
level of vocationatcourses, tapping both what companies themselves have in the way of facilities
and those within the education system.
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In addition, there are some interesting developments in djstance leaning, which bypass tradi-

tional institutions and use totally new access techniques. We'are now witnessing a number of
breakthroughS within the private sector. Companies such as Video Arts are making.very interesting
films for In- housetraining. They could,also be used within.the epucation system. This company
employs some of the most popular comedy stars of British television and uses scripts that are
amusing apd'appealing. igch videos tend to cost about 100 poundg.to hire for a week. I noticed
that Video Arts' latest prOauction is entitled "More Bloody MeetingS and the Bloody People Who
Foul Them Up"! All managers, both in industry and above.all in government;, ought,to see it,

There are certainly, a number of new possibilities. One of them is in the area of partnership.
Various companies are getting more involved w,itttheir local education institutions. This has been .

formali.zed by the government in what is called the PICKUP Scheme. This stands for Profession'el
Industrial, and ComMercial Updatinb andit.has-been rtinning for about 2 1/2 years, but it is to be
expanded shofily because it has proved so successful.

Another pbtentially very exciting development is the NeW Enterprise Allowance Scheme. This
really builds upon the general point I made earlier about searching for and positively encouraging
entrepreneurs. It extends the idea. Even a person with the requisite skills faces real practical prob-
lems in becoming a successful entrepreneur. In this new scheme, if you are over the age Of 18, and
you can find 1,000 pounds of your own money to invest, and if the business proposition you put up
is approved by officials of the MaripOwer ServicesCommission, and if you have been out of work
for 13 weeks or more, then you will be paid 40 pounds's week by the Commission for a whole year!
For those who meet these pretty tough conditions, the scheme has been remarkably successful. It

.attempts to cope with the central problem of keeping oneself alive whilst setting up a small busi-
ness, faced.wittrall-the overheads o-f your family life, of getting the company established, and of
identifying and developing your markets. It is a very major advance.

M/general theme is.that our most valuable resource is.the human one. We are searching at all
levels for new wayso develop it. I am afraid that as in so many areas, one just gets exasperated at
the time it takes for very obvious moves tosee the light of day and come to fruition. I would like to
think that we will be able to work more together in the pursuit of'1his common goal.

.
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II
Questions and Answers

Keith Hampson

. . . . .

Question: In the UnitedStates there is a much greater emphasis, on teachinthe principles of
science, of mathematics, and of technology, and on using vocational education as a

I means of teaching, not as an end in itself..The U.K., it appears, is piitting a greater
stress on teaching specific occupational skills. Am I misreading your presentation?

No [think that I didn't make it clear what we are trying to do.'We have not done enough of the
'more specific vocational education. lry fact, the "how.- to- do -it" aspect has actually been declining..
Apprenticeships havo.been declining rapidly.' Onecurrent argument is that apprenticeships are
pitched at a low level. of skill and that We need instead more specific training at the higher levels,
particularly at the technician leJel. We have not produced enough engineers, except possibly in
the cOmputer'area,There seems to be-a reasonable balance between need and-supply in the soft-
ware area, but we're terribly short of people at the interface of hardware and software, the really
creative level. i-,`

Also, we are trying to get peOple to be more flexible, so that as-the job market changes, they 4

are goAng to he more adaptable. ThiS will be the real value of the Youth Training Scheme. CorrIpa-
nies thernselVes can then provide specific skills. The notion haA always been ifyoul:iroduce

, broadly educated people they can turn to anything. Looking at the British economy, that is a very
questionable assumption to make .. ..

I don't thinkAnYone would deny.that it should be perfectly pos;ible to learn in a broad sense
from learning sornethio. ''Specific. I think I was hinting.at that When I said I believe you should
overtrain rather than Lind ?train because there isalways something that is going to be transferable
if it is done properly. You areiiot just learning a manual skill You are atthe same tirrizelearning
why you are doing it

,-.. .

.4..

Question: This question has two partS. First, why nave apprenticeships decreased in popularity?:
Second, what kind of .controls are applied to your training mandate?' The French have
a very rigid system, I believe. .

In our old system of Industrial Training Boards, each bdard made a levy on the companies in
its sector They said "We'll exempt those which meet certainiStIppdards, if their training is of a cer:
tain quality We will also make sure that those not exempt do 'certain things," You are then on a
slippery slope. You end upmith more and more inspectors'making more and more visitations
More and.mor6paperwas generated, and everyone hated it after about 4 years. This type of con-
trol becomes an irksome burden on employers, and you don't evengueranteetrtat it's actually
what the employers need. They certainly don't think They do. Now, it might be one thing to force
them to invest more. in tlining..That I think is the right principle. But tolnsist that they do certain
specific things-- require no doubt bysorneone who may he 00 better than mediocre anyway,:!: is
.very difficult. A hostile response like that defeets4the purpose. ,
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What I was really suggesting is a simplified version of the French.system Willi have a tax, but
you really let companies get on with it, as long as they can prove they spend money .on training I

actually wouldn't bother that much about detailed control You can leave it to the unions, I think, in
the companies Otir Manpower Services Commission is a joint union- eniployor body that enables
its to push through wire of these schemes, such as the Youth TrainingScheme. There is going to
be a big row this year when some of the left loaning unions will try -to pull out. of the scherie
because they say that employers are exploiting it for cheap labor.

On apprenticeships. l,certainly think that there is something in the aspertion that he appren-
.ticeshib system got very rigid and.very expensive. It pays a young wockewith no skills 80 percent
of the salary for a trained worker. Equally, though, I think, and more important possibly, is the fact
that the trditional heavy industries have-relatively collapsed and therefore so have the apprentice-
ships,, They do riot cover many of the new growth areas..NOw you could argue those new areas
should have apprenticeship schemes, but in fact, the whole thing will be met by the new Youth
Training Scheme, which will progressively become the formal entry, with qualifications, into

almost every sector. That is the hope..

There could be a probleM if the goVernment changes. There is no doubt a Labor Government
With a strong union connection would want to reassert the strength of the apprenticeship system I

rfon't\-know whiCh form that would take, because a lot of the unions are still resistant to qualifica-
tions on merit rather than time.,There has been the most amazingly slow rate of change on that I

was involved in chscussions'over 10 years ago, and now it is only the engineering industry that has
begun to do it.

Question: Can you talk somemare-abotrt-the growing trend towards "credentialtrig-?

I cannot emphasize enough what a major change it is to British thinking. It is still the case that ,
most.people who become lawyers do'not have law degrees. They go straight from school into a
law firm:and learn as they go. The banking world is similar. 0

Now that we are proposing a year of school or the.Yotith Training Schemework experience
coupled with formal training and a test before giving certificatewe are moving al last. It quite
a revolution. in many wayS. Accountancy is a major example of a field in which things have
changed. The groWth of accountancy schools in universities has been phenomenal in the last 20
yearS.Twenty-five years ago, almost no accountants went throtigb university at all. I think there
were then only two university schools for accountancy in the whole country,.

Question: When will the baby boom stop? Havehl the exrierts identified some changes that will
occur when it does?

Yes. We have always been very short term in our view and our concentration is on getting
through the bulge. All thinking is on how to patch things. We are working too much on an ad hoc
basis. The irony, I suspect, is that a comprehensive strategy will just come into being when,the
problem will be a shortage of labor

The impact of the Ipulge on higher education comes to an end at the close of the decade, at
about 1989. This lithe peak year now. By 1989, numbers will.be lower than in 1979. However, the
higher earning group, the social classes A anc8, have not seen a decline in the birthrate; they are
actually growing They are more interested in higher education, so the falling off in higher_educa-
tion numbers may not be so dramatio The age cohort drops fully by 1995. p,ver a 10-year period,
the birthrate fell by a thiYd, and that will have tremendous consequences.
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The whole of .Britistrofdiitation is in turmoil as a result of it. It has spread from the primary
schools arid is now aff.rfcting the secondary schools. The whole of our sixth form provision,; that -is
the age 16,-18 area-- IS having to Or revised because of this Beginning now.there are too few
pupils in many classes to make them.economical. You Can't justify a teacher in a special subject-
say German at that Idvel for.3 o or three children We are either having.to find cooperative
schemes, or we are murgir eni into what We call Sixth Form Colleges or-Tertiary Colleges.
Many schools.are having to he closed,. and this causes tremendous political pressw4s. Then it will
hit the hiqheCeducation sector. Higher, education at,present is struggling with too few resources
ind a greater-than-ever demand However, in another 10-years the reverse wilLbe true. It is hard to

° see how they will then fill up the places with applicants of significant ability.

Question: Have employers been flexible enoug.b in hiring displaced workers?'.

I think yOu have put your finger'ora predicament. They could have been expt)cted to pick up
dispJaced workers with applpriate training rather than young workers who have not got any skills
and whom it will be acostly process to train. That is the problem of having the'high starting wages
for apprentices There has been 'a steady deterioratioh inthe lake-up of young people. Wd are try-

--ing to improve that Position with the Youth Trairling Scheme, to provide both their work expe-
rience'and attitudes, apd provide them with more directly relevaot skills. Industries will actually see
them on the work floorsas they acquire (hose skills. In-that way, they will not be making a snap
ludgment on the basis of a written, set of, qualifications; they will be able to assess them as'capable
or not from firsthand experience Some of these people they will therefore keep. We h'ave also, in a
sense, forced doWn.their wagt rate. The unions are dead right actually. The government is delitjer-
ately trying to break down training wages with these new schemes But if yoahg people become

:more attractive tO hire asa result, there will not be so much scope for emplOying some of the dis-
placed people. I do not think, we have thought that one through.

Question: Have you identified the factors that bring about increased productivity?
.

I think that'therq'are two factors. One is the shakeout of workers. In almost every sector we
have_ been very overstaffed. That is why productivity has- been so bad.and unit costs have been so
high relative to thosd-in many countries. The car industry is the classic case. We were producing
badly compared with the Germans in the same companies. Our production rate was so far behind
the same,car being made in Germany that GM was talking about closing down the Vauxhall car
plants. Now the interesting thing is that Vauxhall has been turned around from losing Money. Jor
many years into making a profit. Its market share has gone up from about 4 percent to now 16 pbr-
cent; approaching that of British Leyland's. It:produces a very good car that is reliable, The only
problem is that the Vauxhall ear plants actually do nbt employ as many people as they did when
they were losing money. I.t has totally automated and now has robotic lines:

The other-factor is seen at work in the steel industry. J have a comparative table of steel output
per worker across a number of countries. All the way from 1974 to 1981, we have the worst record
in terms of the number of hours it takes to produce a torn of crude steel. We now take411,7 hours toe
make a ton of steel, down 3.9 hours from 1974. In 1974 the- Germans only required 5.9 hours to
'make a ton of steel against our 11.6. The Germans have not improved very much;It is now taking.
them 5.3 hours. But we are still only down to3.7; We are still way behind everyone else. The table
breakdown is: Belgium, 4.7 hours; Denmark, 4.6: Italy, 4.9;.Luxemborg, 4.6; Netherlands, 4.4; Ger-
many, 5.3; United States, 6.1; and Japan, 3:9 hours. There we are, still taking substantially more
time to prodtice a ton of steel than almost anyone else.

13
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I think the iquality 4emands are the sanie. They just are not in such a rigid.System. There is' no
doubt that the new economic disciplines have had an effecton the attitudes of both management
and labor. The relative strengths of the two have changed. The,fear of unions at the loss of j bs
has made them agree to improved working proceduresit has also made managers much me .

competent.
.
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